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Green Bin Program Service Enhancement 
Questions and Answers 

 
ECPC Date: March 26, 2018 

Report: SOURCE SEPARATED ORGANICS PROGRAM UPDATE 

 

CONTRACT 
 

1. Why is the City changing the contract now? 
 
The City is changing the contract now for four main reasons. A contract change 
allows the City to move forward from the previously litigious relationship with 
Orgaworld and addresses the Auditor General’s concerns with the existing contract. 
The amended contract also helps reduce yuck factor, one of the main barriers to 
participation in the green program, and prepares the City for new provincial 
legislation for waste management and diversion. 
 

2. How much more will the revised contract cost the City per year and overall? 
What percentage of the overall contract does the processing rate increase 
represent?  
 
The revised contract would cost the City an additional $626,000 in year one and 
then inflationary increases thereafter for the remaining 12 years of the contract. The 
processing rate would increase from $110 to $124. The price is increasing by 
roughly 13% of the total contract rate.  

 

ENHANCED PROGRAM  
 
3. Why is the City now choosing to accept plastic bags? Why weren’t they 

accepted before? What changed?  
 
Under the current contract, it would cost the City an additional $3.5 million per year 
to accept plastic bags. The revised contract would bring that down to a more 
affordable $626,000 per year. Allowing residents to use plastic bags to contain their 
organic waste would also help increase participation in the Green Bin Program by 
reducing the yuck factor.  

 
4. So I can put all my plastic bags in the green bin? 

 
No. The services enhancement allows residents to use plastics bags to collect their 
organic and dog waste at home and safely dispose in the green bin as another way 
to collect your organics like how paper bags are used now. 

 

http://app05.ottawa.ca/sirepub/agdocs.aspx?doctype=agenda&itemid=374343
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5. Why is the City now choosing to accept dog waste? Why wasn’t it accepted 
before? Isn’t it better for the environment for people to flush it?  
 
Under the current contract, the cost to accept dog waste was prohibitive. The 
revised contract would bring that down to a more affordable $626,000 per year. 
Whether residents flush dog waste down the toilet or put it in the green bin, the 
result is the same, with dog waste diverted from the landfill. 
 

6. Why is the City going to accept dog waste but not diapers or sanitary 
products? What will the City do if the Province bans diapers and sanitary 
products from landfills?  
 
Dog waste breaks down in the composting process, whereas diapers and sanitary 
products do not. They would be screened out during the organic screening process 
and diverted to the landfill as residual waste. The City also has a program to accept 
diapers during times when there is no garbage collection 
 
.The new provincial legislation focuses on banning organics, but the City would 
explore its options if diapers and sanitary products were to be banned as well. 

 
7. With changes to the SSO program coming up, will the City be looking at 

allowing diapers in the green bin? 
 

No. The City has a special considerations program that collects diapers and 
incontinence products on the off weeks for garbage collection.  Diapers and 
incontinence products do not break down during organic processing and would be 
screened out and sent to landfill. 

 
8. The report highlights many “wins” and benefits for the City. What did the City 

give up or concede on to make this happen? 
 

The primary concessions made by the City included: 

 Ceasing all litigation activities 

 Relaxing the requirement to exclusively produce AA Compost 

 Additional revenue for Orgaworld (albeit at a discounted rate compared to the 
existing contract) 

 

Multi-Residential Buildings 
 
9. How will offices and multi-residential buildings be able to participate in the 

expanded Green Bin Program? How does the City plan to increase their green 
bin use?  
 
The City works with property managers at multi-residential buildings to bring the 
Green Bin Program to their residents. The City is not responsible for waste from 
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industrial, commercial and institutional waste. They are required to develop their own 
waste diversion programs. 

 
10. What is the City doing to bring green bins to multi-residential units?  

 
The City promotes the green bin to residents and superintendents of apartment 
buildings. There are a number of unique challenges when it comes to a green bin 
program for apartment building, including: 

 Lack of space in units and garbage rooms for storage of counter top 
containers and green bins 

 Logistics involved in emptying smaller household containers into larger bins 

 Getting the green bins to the curb  
 

As discussed in the report, staff will develop a working group with interested building 
owners, managers, condominium boards, and landlord associations to address the 
challenges noted above and facilitate more buildings participating in the program. 
 

Cost of Enhanced Program 
 
11. Will residents have to pay more for garbage collection? Will property taxes go 

up by more than two per cent to cover the additional costs?  
 
The garbage collection fee would not increase. The additional $626,000 per year 
would be absorbed in the yearly increase in property taxes. 
 

12. How many extra green bins does the City expect to give out? Is there an 
additional cost to this beyond what has been budgeted?  
 
The City does expect the need to distribute some new green bins. We have a 
program in place where residents who need a new green bin could call 3-1-1 to 
obtain one. If there is a cost over and above what is currently budgeted, we will 
absorb that cost. 
 

Dog Waste Pilot 
 
13. How will the City choose which parks are part of the green bin pilot? Will they 

be evenly spread throughout the city? How will the City inform the public 
about them?  
 
Staff will be providing an implementation update to Committee and Council by early 
2019.  
 

14. Will the City allow residents to place any items that normally go in the green 
bin in the park green bins? Could this deter residents from using their own 
green bins and just bringing their organic waste to the park?  
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No. City by-laws prohibit residents from transporting and placing household waste in 
park waste receptacles.  
 

15. How will the City know if the pilot is a success? Will it be based on the amount 
of tonnage collected?   
 
Staff would set indicators and report back on them to the Committee with the 
implementation update in early 2019. 

 
16. Do we have big green bins? What would we use in our Parks pilot?  
 

Staff will be reporting details of the dog waste pilot to Committee and Council in Q1 
2019. 
 
The City provides a variety of size green bins – 47 litre, 80 litre, 240 litre and 360 
litre. The 240 and 360 litre bins are typically what would be used in apartments. 

 
17. Why would you think that nine or 10 parks are enough for the pet waste pilot 

project. Why wouldn’t we really ramp this up and get it going in each ward? 
What’s going to happen to all the pet waste in all of the other parks? Won’t it 
just end up in the landfill – precisely what we are trying to avoid?  

 
PWES is working with our team to develop a pilot plan and will report back to 
Council in mid-2019 when the service enhancement takes effect.  

 

Promotion and Education 

 
18. We’re not going to change the behaviour of almost a million people with 

modest communications plans. What will be the budget for the public 
education and marketing campaign?  

 
Communications budget: 

 Ramp-up 2018: $360,000 

 Implementation 2019: $330,000 + existing budget ($280,000) 
 
A robust Communications Plan will be developed with two primary objectives: 
1. Positive education and promotion – informing residents of what goes where 
2. Show the public how easy it is to use 
 
The communications plan will be developed and shared with Council as part of the 
implementation plan update scheduled for Q4 2018/Q1 2019. 
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LEGAL 
 

19. How much has the City spent on litigation and arbitration to date? How much 
more would the City spend if arbitration were to continue?  
 
The City spent $2.3 million for the first arbitration, which Orgaworld wants to 
overturn. An appeal would likely cost several hundred thousand dollars. During 
contract negotiations, the City has not spent anything on arbitration. A second 
arbitration, related to the capacity dispute, would be in the same range as the first.  

 
PLASTIC  BAGS AND COMPOSTABLE PACKAGING 
 
20. Why will the City accept all plastic bags and not just compostable bags? Why 

not other compostable products, like coffee pods and utensils?  
 
The City’s enhanced green bin program allows all types of plastic bags and paper 
products in which household organic waste can be collected. It does not require 
residents to purchase special bags to participate in the program. It gives them more 
options to store their household organics without having to incur any cost. Allowing 
residents to use a wide variety of bags and paper-based packaging will make green 
bins more accessible to all residents, eliminating the yuck factor at a low or no cost 
for residents.  
 
New types of compostable products and packaging, such as compostable coffee 
pods, are creating both challenges and opportunities for waste reduction and 
resource recovery of the products and packaging. As these products become more 
common in Ontario, there is broad recognition that more work needs to be done to 
better integrate these new types of packaging into Ontario’s circular economy. 

 
21. How will plastic bags be processed? Is the process good for the environment? 

Will the bags compromise the quality of the end product?  
 
The contents of green bins are shredded and then composted. Plastic bags are 
screened out and sent to the landfill, so they won’t affect the end product. Orgaworld 
is looking at other markets for plastic bags, including using them as a fuel source.  

 
22. How will the City enforce the changes? What happens if someone puts diapers 

or coffee pods in the green bin?  
 
Currently, the contractor who collects the green bin does a visual inspection of the 
green bin. If they see that it is contaminated, they tag the bin. The tag includes 
contact information for the resident to learn more about what is accepted and not 
accepted in the green bin.  
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23. Shouldn’t we be using or encouraging compostable or biodegradable plastic 
bags?  

 
To make the service enhancement accessible to all our residents, we are allowing all 
plastic bags to be used for containing or storing organics. Residents that wish to use 
biodegradable or compostable bags are encouraged do so. 

 
24. There seems to be a lot of confusion among residents about plastic bags. 

Residents have reached out to me because they have been putting 
compostable or biodegradable bags in their green bins, and they’ve never had 
their bins rejected on collection day. What’s been happening to the waste from 
those green bins?  

 
Ultimately the organics are being processed by Orgaworld and the bags are being 
screened out and going to landfill. 

 

WASTE PLANNING / WASTE DIVERSION 
 
25. Is the City thinking of implementing a policy similar to Gatineau’s?  

 
The City will consider different ways to address waste diversion when it does a refresh of its Waste 
Plan. 

 
26. Beyond amending the contract with Orgaworld, what else is the City doing to 

increase waste diversion?  
 
The City promotes blue and black boxes, which are available to all curbside and 
multi-residential buildings. The City encourages multi-residential buildings to 
participate in the Green Bin Program, with 435 buildings currently participation. The 
City also hosts household hazardous waste depots and has a “Green Bins in 
Schools” education program. The City has also succeeded in increasing the 
diversion rate by 10 per cent by moving to bi-weekly garbage collection. 
 

27. Is the City implementing any of the suggestions outlined in the Waste Watch 
Ottawa report?  
 
The City is focusing on increasing the ease of use of the green bin. The City will also 
invest an additional $330,000 in a robust public education campaign specifically for 
the enhanced green bin program to encourage participation.  

 
28. Montreal recently banned single-use plastic bags. Is the City exploring doing 

the same? Is allowing plastic bags in the green bin perhaps the wrong 
approach?  
 
The City is focusing on enhancing the Green Bin Program and making it more 
accessible to residents. Accepting plastic bags in the green bin has the potential to 
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help meet the ultimate goal of diverting them from the landfill. The City also 
encourages diversion through retailers that take back plastic bags and reuse them. 
A list of participating retailers can be found on Ottawa.ca. In Ontario, this type of ban 
(at the retailer) would require action at the provincial level. The City of Toronto 
attempted to enact a plastic bag ban using their authority under the City of Toronto 
Act; however, this decision was reversed based on a legal challenge. 

 
29. Is the City exploring opening its own processing facility after the contract with 

Orgaworld ends? When will the City start looking at options for waste 
collection and diversion after 2029?  
 
The City would have to explore that in the future. This will be part of the Waste Plan 
refresh. 

 
30. What is the City doing in terms of long-term waste planning?  

 
The City has continued its waste planning efforts, despite new waste management 
legislation being implemented and the uncertainty of different elements of our waste 
diversion programs. This program enhancement is an example of these efforts. Staff 
will also be undertaking a comprehensive waste study and service level review that 
will inform options to be brought forward in a refresh of the City’s Waste Plan once 
more is known around the proposed changes to provincial legislation. 

 
31. How many tonnes of organics will we be diverting? And, say we are wildly 

successful in increasing diversion to 110,000 tonnes a year, can the plant 
handle that volume and what would be the cost? 

 
The three-year average actual tonnage sent to Orgaworld for processing, which is 
74,145 tonnes/year. Both parties have agreed that discussions related to the 
potential for a contract extension with no increase to the processing rate, facility 
expansion and/or the use of new technologies will occur when the City achieves the 
threshold of 85,000 tonnes per year. 
 

GENERAL GREEN BIN  
 

32. Will the green bin collection schedule change? What about garbage and 
recycling collection?  
 
The City does not expect to make any changes to the collection schedules. 
 

33. How many people don’t currently use green bins? Does the City expect the 
changes to increase participation and diversion rates? Are there new target 
rates for the green bin program?  
 
Currently, the Green Bin program has approximately a 52 per cent participation rate. 
The City expects that to increase with the service enhancements by allowing dog 
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waste and plastic bags. The projections show an increase to 64% diversion by 2023 
as a result of this change. The City will continue to work towards the new provincial 
target of 70 per cent diversion of organics from landfill by 2023. 
 

34. Pet waste that is and isn’t allowed in the green bin has also been a confusing 
topic. Why is it that the Chair of this Committee didn’t even know for sure if 
kitty litter could be thrown in the green bin? Ottawa.ca says that kitty litter is 
allowed but not animal waste. How exactly does that work? What are you 
going to do to make sure residents know what they can and can’t put in the 
green bin? 

 
By adding dog waste into the Green Bin program, all pet waste including kitty litter 
will now be accepted 
 

Costs Related to the Current Green Bin Program 
 
35. What has the City paid since the beginning of the contract for the put or pay 

shortfall? 
 
The City has estimated to have paid a total of 6.9M for unused capacity up to and 
including 2017. 
 
36.  What is the cost of the green bin program? 
 

The cost of the green bin processing contract with Orgaworld was $8.7M in 2017. 
The total cost of the processing & collection contract is $20.8M in 2017. 

 
37. How as a City, can we lead by example with the green bin program (i.e., can we 

go back into schools in a very concerted way, and work within City buildings 
too)?  

 
Many schools are currently participating in the green bins in schools program and 
we deliver school presentations upon request. City staff plan to share information 
about the Green Bin program changes with schools, as part of our communications 
and outreach plan.  
 
Solid Waste Management Inspectors work closely with staff at City facilities to 
incorporate green bins in their waste collection stream. Promotional material and 
green bins are made available to all city facilities. The City currently has 142 facilities 
that are identified as receiving green bin collection 
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ORGAWORLD 
 

Odour 
 
38. Has the Orgaworld facility in Ottawa received any odour complaints?  

 
The City is aware of one complaint in the eight years the facility has been open. The 
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change followed up on the complaint and 
found there was no issue.  
 

39. How will the City ensure the Orgaworld facility doesn’t have odour issues like 
the facility in London did? What will the City do if the facility receives 
complaints?  
 
The City of Ottawa’s organic waste stream is different than Orgaworld’s London 
facility. Ottawa’s feedstock includes leaf and yard waste and will not include sanitary 
and diapers.  
 
Additionally, the material processed at the London facility is hauled from various 
transfer stations outside of London, creating potential for stronger odours as the 
organic material sits at these transfer stations before being processed.  
 
As part of the amended contact, Orgaworld will develop a full odour mitigation plan. 
Furthermore, Orgaworld will be making capital investments for increased odour 
abatement and management and processing of material in plastic bags.  

 
40.  While it is encouraging to see that an Odour Mitigation Plan will be prepared 

and reviewed by an independent consultant, what recourse does the City have 
(if any) should odour become an issue at the facility? 

 
Waste Processing facilities, such as the Orgaworld facility, need to comply with 
Environmental Compliance Approvals (which includes odour mitigation), and the 
MOECC is the regulator responsible for ensuring compliance with those ECAs. The 
City is requiring Orgaworld to have an odour mitigation plan to address any potential 
odour issues. 
 

Other 
 
41. Does the Orgaworld facility in Ottawa accept waste from other municipalities?  

 
No. Orgaworld must get approval from the City to accept waste from other 
municipalities. While Orgaworld has the right to accept organic waste from other 
sources in the industrial, commercial and institutional sector, the City’s organic 
waste effectively consumes all of the facility’s capacity. 
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42. What is the process that the plastic bags will go through at the Orgaworld 
facility?  

 
Plastic bags will be shredded at the start of the process, then removed and sent to 
the landfill at the end of the process.  

 
43. Is the process aerobic or anaerobic?  
 

Orgaworld uses an aerobic composting process.  
 
44. What measures are in place to protect the environment when applying 

Orgaworld’s NASM product to farmer’s fields? 
 
Non-Agricultural Source Material (NASM) has been applied to Ontario farmland for 
more than 30 years. It provides organic matter that can help maintain soil 
productivity, reduce soil erosion and adds valuable nutrients to soil for crops. Public 
health and the environment are protected when NASM is applied according to 
Ontario's rules and guidelines. Orgaworld must meet MOECC regulations in the 
production of compost. 
 

 
 

OTHER MUNICIPAL PROGRAMS 
 

45. How do other municipalities, especially those with Orgaworld facilities, handle 
their organics programs?  
 
The facility in London does not handle waste from the municipality of London, which 
does not have an organics program, but rather, from the Greater Toronto Area. That 
facility has the same technology as the one in Ottawa, but it mainly takes in 
household organics, dog waste, diapers and sanitary products, with very little leaf 
and yard waste. The city of Toronto also allows residents to use all types of plastic 
bags to contain household organics waste similar to what Ottawa is proposing, while 
many other municipalities allow for the use of compostable plastic bags. 
 

46. Do other municipalities accept compostable coffee pods in green bins? Are 
the City and Orgaworld exploring how it could be done?  
 
The City is not aware of any municipalities that currently accept compostable coffee 
pods in their green bin program. Processing options for this type of packaging will 
continue to be examined under the new legislative context as it evolves. For 
example, the city of Toronto is developing a Framework to accept new items into 
their waste diversion programs including looking at compostable coffee pods in their 
green bin program. 
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47. Have any other municipalities allowed plastics in green bins and subsequently 
cancelled their program? 

 
Not that we are currently aware of.  
 

TRAIL ROAD LANDFILL 
 
48. Will these changes extend the life of the Trail Road landfill?  

 
The City currently expects the Trail Road landfill to last until 2043. Although staff 
cannot yet predict by how many years the expanded Green Bin Program would 
extend the life of the landfill, meeting the provincial target of 70 per cent diversion 
would extend it beyond this date.  

 

LEAF AND YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
 

49. Staff say the daily limit of 540 tonnes/day has been difficult to manage during 
peak leaf and yard waste periods. The proposed weekly limit of 2,700 tonnes 
does not accept any additional waste. How much leaf and yard waste does the 
City collect during an average week? How will this change make a difference?  
 
During peak periods in the spring and fall, the City collects some leaf and yard waste 
separately and this is brought to the Trail Waste Facility for composting.  Replacing 
the daily limit of 540 tonnes with a weekly limit provides more operational flexibility 
for the collection of green bin organics and leaf and yard waste, and will help to 
ensure that processing capacity at the Orgaworld facility is fully utilized. 
 
The average amount of LYW collected in a week varies substantially depending on 
the time of year and the weather conditions, and it is also co-collected with 
household organics which make statistics for an average week difficult to capture.  

 
50. Will the City continue sending leaf and yard waste to Orgaworld even though 

it’s cheaper to process it at the landfill?  
 
Despite the cheaper processing rate for leaf and yard waste at the Trail Road 
Landfill, it is more cost effective for the City to collect leaf and yard waste with green 
bins than it is to separately collect all leaf and yard waste. During peak times with 
higher tonnage, the City separately collects a portion of the leaf and yard waste and 
brings it to the landfill for processing.  
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CURBSIDE COLLECTION 
 

51. When do the current curbside collection contracts end or go up for renewal?  
 
The contracts end May 31, 2019, and have the option for a one-year extension. 

 

SSO AUDIT 
 

52. Does the proposed contract address all of the Auditor General’s concerns with 
the original contract? 
 
Yes. Reducing the put-or-pay threshold eliminates unnecessary payments. Staff 
explored collecting leaf and yard waste separately, but found that the cost would be 
higher than continuing to collect it with green bins. Staff also explored other options, 
all of which were prohibitively more expensive than amending the contract.  

 
53. One of the OAG’s findings was that the City was sending separately collected 

peak leaf & yard waste to Orgaworld for processing at a significant premium. 
Will separately collected leaf & yard waste continue to be sent to Orgaworld? 
If so, why? 

 
In a typical year, Solid Waste Services is not expecting to send separately collected 
leaf and yard waste to Orgaworld.  

 

PUT OR PAY THRESHOLD 
 
54. With the population growing and new housing being developed, does the City 

anticipate reaching the original put-or-pay threshold of 80,000 tonnes per 
year?  
 
Eventually, yes; however, the reduced put-or-pay threshold will allow the City to 
divert more peak leaf and yard waste to Trail Road for processing. 
 

55. Has the City been reaching the proposed put-or-pay threshold of 75,000 
tonnes per year? How much tonnage does the City expect to generate from 
plastic bags and dog waste? 
 
The amended 75,000 tonne ‘put-or-pay’ threshold is based on the current three-year 
average actual tonnage sent to Orgaworld for processing, which is 74,145 
tonnes/year. The City anticipates an extra 5,000 tonnes/year from organics in plastic 
bags and dog waste initially.  
 

56. What happens if the City reaches the put-or-pay threshold?  
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The City would continue to pay the same per tonne processing rate for any tonnage 
above 75,000.  

 

GHG’s 
 
57. How does diverting organics reduce our GHG emissions?  
 

Organic matter produces methane and carbon dioxide when it decomposes in a 
landfill. While the City’s Trail Waste Landfill captures landfill gas and produces 
electricity from it, there is still some landfill gas that escapes the system. 

 

LANDFILL BAN ON ORGANICS 
 

58. How does the City police a ban on organics going the landfill? Nova Scotia 
banned organics in their landfill 20 years ago, but has had limited success.   

 
Staff are waiting for MOECC direction on the Organics Framework. It is not clear at 
this time how the MOECC proposes to implement and enforce the ban. 

 

MULTI-RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
 
59. How many multi-res buildings currently have a green bin program?  
 

435 multi-residential buildings are currently registered in the green bin program out 
of a total of 1,647 buildings 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 
 

Diapers and Sanitary Products 
 
60. It appears that the Province is encouraging diapers and sanitary products to 

be removed from the landfill. Is there a plan to address this in the future? 
 

Diapers and incontinence products can currently be picked up weekly as part of the 
City’s Special Consideration Program, which provides the pick-up service on weeks 
where garbage is not collected.  

 
While these products could be included in the Green Bin program (presumably at an 
even greater processing cost), they would be mostly screened-out during the initial 
processing and diverted to the landfill as part of the organics residual (resulting in 
minimal “true” diversion by including them in the green bin) 
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The Special Considerations Program is, in staff’s opinion, the most cost-effective 
option at this point in time; however, staff will continue to examine all options 
available, especially with the pending legislative changes. 
 
Further, anaerobic processing is best suited to process an organics stream with 
diapers and sanitary products and the process in Ottawa is aerobic. Ultimately, 
however, in addition to the odour risk, staff believe diapers and sanitary products 
belong in a landfill. There is no value including them in the Green Bin, as the City 
would pay more for their processing, and the non-compostable parts of the diapers 
and sanitary products end up in a landfill anyway as residual materials. 
 

Compost 
 
61. I see that we are expecting considerable amounts of compost from this new 

processing of organics. How much compost does the City currently generate?  
 

In 2017, Orgaworld provided approximately 32,000 tonnes of beneficial use product.  
 
 

Waste Diversion Communications 
 
62. Other cities have done a lot better at diverting recyclables out of landfills. Half 

of our residents who can easily use the green bin don’t bother. Are we closely 
looking at what other cities are doing, especially in terms of communications? 

 
Part of our market research will include reviewing the communications plans of other 
municipalities and sharing lessons-learned. 

 

Recycling of Plastic Bags 
 
63. Is there a jurisdiction in Canada where plastic bags are actually being recycled 

into a new product? 
 

Many retailers in Ottawa accept plastic bags as advertised in our Take it Back 
program. A list of participating retailers can be found on Ottawa.ca. Clean plastics 
bags can be recycled into new plastics bags, plastic furniture, plastic wood and other 
products 

 

Special Considerations Program 
 
64. How much does the City spend annually to run the special consideration 

waste program? 
 

There are approximately 6500 homes registered for the Special Considerations 
program. The cost of the program is included in the overall waste collection contract 
bid price for each zone. 
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Dog Waste 
 
65. What actually happens to the dog waste in the little plastic bag? People tie 

those pretty tight, so does the bag really get filtered out? Or will the dog waste 
just end up in the landfill? 

 
The new technology will allow for the plastic bags to be shred open and sent through 
an additional screening process that will ensure the bags are captured and removed 
from the process while the dog waste (and other organic waste) remains to be 
composted  

 
66. Tell me about this new technology that can turn dog waste into energy. Is that 

something we’re looking into? Why aren’t we piloting the digesters Waterloo 
is using in our parks instead of just green bins?  

 
Yes. The City is looking at a number of different options for collection of dog waste in 
City parks. Staff are taking the information from the industry (SUTERA) into 
consideration, however the process that they speak is more complex than what’s being 
advertised. We can speak to research that the City is currently doing offline. 


